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by clive cussler
(Download Only)
books by clive cussler grand master of
adventure have been published in over 40
languages and 100 countries appearing more
than nineteen times on the new york times
bestseller list set against a backdrop of the
world s mysterious uncharted and treacherous
oceans his intrepid protagonists battle
megalomaniacal villains intent on world
domination in addition to his flagship dirk
pitt adventure series cussler has enlisted a
coterie of talented co authors to work with
him on the numa files oregon files isaac bell
adventures and fargo adventures stuart
leuthner s biography of cussler follows the
author s journey from his early life as
manager of a california dive shop to his
position as the icon of a publishing empire
forbes described as a the literary equivalent
of a theme park based on extensive
conversations with cussler as well as
interviews with more than 100 relatives
employees business associates and friends this
biography reveals the fascinating man who
lived many of the events behind his characters
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from founding the actual national underwater
and marine agency to discovering the h l
hunley clive cussler s biography reads like
one of pitt s adventures jack dubrul new york
times bestselling author this is what clive s
fans have been waiting for bruce kenfield
clive cussler collector s society husband and
wife team sam and remi fargo face a new
exciting adventure in the bestselling series
by clive cussler grand master of adventure the
latest action packed thriller featuring
treasure hunting team sam and remi fargo
includes photographs summaries of each dirk
pitt novel an interview with cussler and dirk
pitt trivia questions カッスラーよ 永遠なれ 巨匠の代表作 ここに復刊
英雄ダーク ピット颯爽登場 映画化 日本冒険小説大賞受賞作 大統領直轄の秘密機関メタ セクショ
ンのメンバーは とある鉱石の行方を長らく追っていた 敵国のミサイル攻撃を瞬時にして無効化しう
る防衛システム シシリアン計画 を遂行するためには 稀少元素ビザニウムの入手が不可欠なのだ
しかし ソ連のノバヤゼムリヤ島にあるとされるビザニウム鉱石の調査に彼らが送り出した科学者コプ
リンは 巡回兵の銃撃にあって瀕死の重症を負う 危地に陥った彼をすんでのところで救い出したのは
国立海中海洋機関のエージェント ダーク ピットだった books by clive
cussler grand master of adventure have been
published in over 40 languages and 100
countries appearing more than nineteen times
on the new york times bestseller list set
against a backdrop of the world s mysterious
uncharted and treacherous oceans his intrepid
protagonists battle megalomaniacal villains
intent on world domination in addition to his
flagship dirk pitt adventure series cussler
has enlisted a coterie of talented co authors
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to work with him on the numa files oregon
files isaac bell adventures and fargo
adventures stuart leuthner s biography of
cussler follows the author s journey from his
early life as manager of a california dive
shop to his position as the icon of a
publishing empire forbes described as a the
literary equivalent of a theme park based on
extensive conversations with cussler as well
as interviews with more than 100 relatives
employees business associates and friends this
biography reveals the fascinating man who
lived many of the events behind his characters
from founding the actual national underwater
and marine agency to discovering the h l
hunley flood tide moves from 1949 to the
present from an underwater graveyard in the
pacific northwest to a mysterious seaport in
the bayous of louisiana a dangerous soviet
plot looming behind the evil plans of a great
asian shipping family challenges dirk pitt to
action the first in the iconic dirk pitt
series mayday is published in hardback to
celebrate 40 years of thrills from clive
cussler the world s favourite adventure
writerbrady air force base crete a small
yellow aeroplane swoops down out of the calm
mediterranean skies its guns blazing on the
ground rows of the latest hi tech jet fighters
are reduced to no more than burning wrecks in
seconds their unlikely destroyer appears to be
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a world war one german biplane patrolling
nearby is an old flying boat belonging to the
national underwater and maritime agency in the
cockpit numa troubleshooter major dirk pitt
picks up the panicked distress call from brady
and seizes the chance to fight back in the
desperate aerial dogfight that follows pitt
eventually gains the upper hand but while the
battle is won the mysterious plane and its
pilot escape leaving just destruction and
unanswered questions in their wake the mystery
soon deepens when pitt encounters a seductive
double agentand starts to uncover evidence of
a deadly plot with at its head a evil
mastermind who is hiding a dangerous and
chilling past and who will now stop at nothing
to achieve his twisted ambitions with all the
page turning pace and stunning hair raising
invention and heart stopping thrills that have
won millions of dedicated fans mayday is the
book that introduced dirk pitt to the world
published in an exclusive new hardback edition
to celebrate forty years of adventure from
clive cussler and his enduringly popular hero
mayday is where it all begins praise for clive
cussler the adventure king sunday express
cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i
read tom clancyclive cussler is the author or
co author of a great number of international
bestsellers including the famous dirk pitt
adventures such as poseidon s arrow atlantis
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found and arctic drift the numa files
adventures most recently medusa the oregon
files such as the jungle the isaac bell
adventures which began with the chase and the
highly successful new series the fargo
adventures he lives in arizona find out more
about the world of clive cussler by visiting
clivecussler co uk or facebook com
clivecussler a sunday times bestseller cussler
is hard to beat daily mail the eleventh
classic dirk pitt novel where the adventurer
is drawn to a secret in the burning african
desert which could destroy all life in the
world s seas deep in the african desert dirk
pitt discovers that a top secret scientific
installation is leaking a lethal chemical into
the rivers threatening to kill thousands of
people and to destroy all life in the world s
seas to warn the world of the catastrophe pitt
must escape capture and death at the hands of
a ruthless west african dictator and french
industrialist and undertake a long perilous
journey across the merciless sahara clive
cussler is the guy i read tom clancy the
adventure king daily express fearless
adventurer dirk pitt must unravel a historical
mystery of epic importance in the latest novel
in the beloved new york times bestselling
series created by the grand master of
adventure clive cussler in 1959 tibet a
buddhist artifact of immense importance was
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seemingly lost to history in the turmoil of
the communist takeover but when national
underwater and marine agency director dirk
pitt discovers a forgotten plane crash in the
philippine sea over 60 years later new clues
emerge to its hidden existence but pitt and
his compatriot al giordino have larger worries
when they are ordered to recover a failed
hypersonic missile from luzon strait only
someone else is after it too a rogue chinese
military team that makes their own
earthshattering discovery hijacking a ship
capable of stirring the waters of the deep
into a veritable devil s sea from the cold
dark depths of the pacific ocean to the
dizzying heights of the himalaya mountains
only dirk pitt and his children summer and
dirk jr can unravel the mysteries that will
preserve a religion save a nation and save the
world from war ダーク ピットはカッスラー自身の分身である そしてこの著者は持
てる情熱と資金のすべてを注ぎこんで 実際にnuma 国立海中海洋機関 を設立してしまった 彼
とその仲間たちは 歴史に翻弄されて非業の最期を遂げた船舶を追いつづける 汽船レキシントン 南
軍戦鑑アーカンソー そしてuボート 史実を迫真の描写で再現し 探索の喜怒哀楽を綴った初のノン
フィクション deep sea explorer and government
operative kurt austin must save the world from
a deliberate viral outbreak in this thriller
from the 1 new york times bestselling author
in the micronesian islands a top secret u s
government sponsored undersea lab conducting
vital biomedical research on a rare jellyfish
known as the blue medusa suddenly disappears
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at the same time off bermuda a bathysphere is
attacked by an underwater vehicle and left
helpless a half mile below the surface its
passengers including zavala left to die only
kurt austin s heroic measures save them from a
watery grave but suspecting a connection
austin puts the numa team on the case austin s
team has no way to prepare for what comes next
a hideous series of medical experiments an
extraordinarily ambitious chinese criminal
organization and a secret new virus that
threatens to set off a worldwide pandemic
austin and zavala have been in tight spots
before but this time it s not just their own
skins they re trying to save it s the lives of
millions filled with the high stakes suspense
and boundless invention that are unique to
cussler medusa is the most thrilling novel yet
from the grand master of adventure clive
cussler s bestselling treasure will now be
published in our popular premium format with
an exciting new cover in 1993 a japanese auto
carrier is destroyed by a nuclear explosion
from an old american nuclear bomb the author
of more than 50 books 125 million copies in
print clive cussler is the current grandmaster
of adventure literature dirk pitt the sea
loving protagonist of 22 of cussler s novels
remains among the most popular and influential
adventure series heroes of the past half
century this first critical review of cussler
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s work features an overview of pitt and the
supporting characters and other heroes an
examination of cussler s themes and influences
a review of his most important adventures such
as raise the titanic and iceberg and a look at
adaptations of his work in other media cussler
joins the pantheon of such as rudyard kipling
sir arthur conan doyle and ian fleming and
this overdue volume demonstrates that beneath
cussler s immense popularity lies a literary
depth that well merits scholarly attention a
sunday times bestseller cussler is hard to
beat daily mail the fantastic fourth dirk pitt
classic from multi million copy king of the
adventure novel clive cussler a tidal wave of
pounding excitement from the first page to the
last two and a half miles beneath the icy
north atlantic the mighty titanic holds the
key to the safety of the free world the
americans want it so do the russians ace
maritime troubleshooter dirk pitt faces one of
the most stupendous tests of courage and
ingenuity ever raise the titanic is a
spellbinding blockbuster of action and
suspense clive cussler is the guy i read tom
clancy the adventure king daily express both a
prequel and a sequel to clive cussler s first
bestselling phenomenon raise the titanic the
new isaac bell novel is a thrilling action
adventure novel from the sunday times
bestselling author a century apart dirk pitt
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and isaac bell team up to unlock the truth
about the most famous maritime disaster of all
time detective isaac bell battles foreign
spies german u boats and an old nemesis to
capture a secret technology that could alter
the outcome of world war i in the latest
adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling
series from clive cussler as new england
swelters in the summer of 1914 detective isaac
bell is asked to investigate the disappearance
of a cache of rifles only to discover
something much more sinister whoever broke
into this winchester factory wasn t looking to
take weapons they wanted to leave something in
the shipping crates a radio transmitter set to
summon a fleet of dreaded german u boats
someone is trying to keep american supplies
from reaching british shores and if bell doesn
t crack the conspiracy in time the atlantic
ocean will run red with blood bell must hunt
down a new piece of technology that is
allowing the germans to rule the seas from new
york to england with the outcome of the war at
stake and franklin roosevelt s orders on the
line bell will risk everything to stop the u
boats before they strike again when dirk pitt
saves a group of archaeologists from drowning
he finds himself caught up in a smuggling ring
searching for lost inca treasure a sunday
times bestseller cussler is hard to beat daily
mail the page turning dirk pitt classic from
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multi million copy king of the adventure novel
clive cussler may 1914 two diplomats hurry
home by sea and rail each carrying a document
of world changing importance then the liner
empress of india is sunk in a collision and
the manhattan line express plunges from a
bridge both dragging their vip passengers to
watery oblivion tragic coincidence or
conspiracy in the energy starved fear torn
1980s dirk pitt discovers that those long lost
papers could destroy whole nations throwing
him into his biggest challenge yet racing
against hired killers he launches his
revolutionary deep sea search craft and faces
the horrors of the sea bed to hunt for the
documents night probe has begun clive cussler
is the guy i read tom clancy the adventure
king daily express juan cabrillo and the crew
of the oregon must track down a nuclear
torpedo before it unleashes world war iii in
this electrifying new installment of the 1 new
york times bestselling series when juan
cabrillo fails to capture the leader of mexico
s most dangerous drug cartel and loses an
oregon crew member in the process he s
determined to get revenge little does he know
that the explosion he just narrowly escaped
was merely the latest flash of violence from a
machine of war that has existed for decades
dating from the bloodiest episode in armenia s
history cabrillo s corporation of mercenaries
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may have finally met its match in the pipeline
a criminal syndicate passed down from father
to son across generations a group that sits
with its finger on the trigger of a torpedo so
deadly it could level entire cities with
millions of innocent civilians hanging in the
balance the oregon s crew must unravel a
tangle of drug smuggling routes and
international conspiracies spanning from the
aegean sea to the indian ocean putting their
lives on the line to find the weapon before
its countdown hits zero clive cussler s
bestselling cyclops will now be published in
our popular premium format with an exciting
new cover detective isaac bell faces an attack
on the federal reserve in this all new
adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling
series from clive cussler 1914 as america s
century of dominance dawns the country s
greatest detective van dorn agent isaac bell
is pitted against a master thief and his
assassin accomplice they re plotting to pull
off the greatest heist in america s history
the theft of a billion dollars from the newly
created federal reserve when an aerial attack
is launched against woodrow wilson s yacht
during a meeting among the federal reserve s
branch leaders bell thwarts it only to find
that the strike was just the opening of an
even deadlier gambit it s up to bell to find
the link between the attack the mysterious
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death of a newport heiress and growing
evidence of an unimaginably audacious heist
double cross and betrayal are bell s stock and
trade but this time the deeper he delves into
the puzzle the less he seems to understand he
is in a race against his most ruthless
opponent yet to prevent a financial panic that
would bring the united states to its knees may
1902 a volcano erupts on the french island of
martinique with devastating force but the
local population are not its only victims also
destroyed is a ship carrying a german
scientist on the verge of an astonishing
breakthrough more than a century later juan
cabrillo and the crew of the oregonare about
to confront that scientist s terrifying legacy
cabrillo and his crew are forced to
meticulously fake the sinking of the
oregonduring a covert operation but when an
unknown adversary tracks them down despite
their best laid plans cabrillo and his team
struggle to fight back against this would be
assassin who seems able to anticipate their
every move meanwhile it appears that a
traitorous american weapons designer has
completed the long dead german s work and now
wields an extraordinary power this discovery
forces the oregon out of the shadows to
prevent an attack that would lead the largest
one man empire the world has ever known
displaying all the shotgun pace and
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breathtaking plotting that are clive cussler s
hallmarks piranhais a inspired new thriller
from the world s no 1 adventure writer praise
for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat
daily mail the adventure kind sunday express
an investigation into the sudden deaths of
rare whales sends national underwater marine
agency crew leader kurt austin to the mexican
coast where he and his crew stumble upon a
white goddess legend and an eco extortionist
set on controlling the world s fresh water
supply a sunday times bestseller cussler is
hard to beat daily mail the thrilling first
dirk pitt classic from multi million copy king
of the adventure novel clive cussler fully
armed and with all hands on board the nuclear
submarine starbuck sailed into the calm
pacific ocean for sea trials and vanished no
wreckage no signals no survivors nothing until
ace maritime troubleshooter dirk pitt finds a
single chilling clue in the shark torn surf
off hawaii the log of the starbuck do not
search for us it can only end in vain a crazed
journal of madness and death is all that
remains and the captain s final scrawled fear
crazed note locates the starbuck s grave
hundreds of miles from her last known position
the search for the starbuck plunges dirk pitt
into his most shattering assignment to date a
whirlpool of deep sea mystery and terror the
pacific vortex clive cussler is the guy i read
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tom clancy the adventure king daily express
the new rip roaring thriller in the numa
series from the grand master of adventure
clive cussler intrepid adventurer dirk pitt
must unravel an enduring historical mystery in
the latest novel in the beloved new york times
best selling series created by the grand
master of adventure clive cussler in may 1940
as the german army blitzes europe and
parisians flee their city the chief curator of
the musee de l armee is ordered to get a
mysterious piece of cargo out of the country
when he arrives at the port of le havre and
learns that his intended ship has been sunk he
places the object on a decrepit steamer that
sails out under german fire in the present day
national underwater and marine agency director
dirk pitt is on a diving expedition in the
english channel when he discovers a cache of
uncut diamonds on a shipwreck when the
diamonds are stolen pitt and the numa agency
find themselves up against a murderous cabal
that soon reveals far more destructive plans
than mere theft vital water treatment
facilities around the globe are being targeted
placing the world s population in grave peril
from the shadow of the eiffel tower to the
depths of the irish sea to the islands of the
caribbean only dirk pitt and his children
summer and dirk jr can locate the treasure
that will preserve the soul of a nation and
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save the world from catastrophe in his first
adventure since the revelation that he s a
parent dirk pitt must uncover the truth behind
the myth of another long lost father figure
homer s odysseus if he s going to stop a
dangerous cult from reshaping the earth in
their own image fraternal twins summer pitt
and dirk pitt jr are working to determine the
origin of a strange brown tide infesting the
ocean off the shore of nicaragua when two
startling things happen summer discovers an
artifact something strange and beautiful and
ancient and the worst storm in years boils up
out of the sky heading straight for them and a
nearby floating luxury resort hotel called
ocean wanderer the peril for everybody
concerned is incalculable and now that dirk
pitt has learned he s a father he will stop at
nothing to protect his two children he rushes
into the chaos only to find that what s left
in the storm s wake makes the furies of nature
pale in comparison for there is an all too
human evil at work in that part of the world
and summer s relic may be the only clue to the
man calling the shots whoever he is he s
connected to a cult that believes the celts
also known as the achaeans reached the new
world millennia before the accepted history
suggests if he s right his ancestors laid the
foundation for the work he will soon complete
and our world will be a very different place
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though if summer s discovery is to be believed
the world is already a very different place
mirage is the latest book in the bestselling
oregon files series by clive cussler and jack
du brul when you read mirage by clive cussler
reviewed you will get a detailed chapter by
chapter summary and analysis of the events as
they unfold in clive cussler s and jack du
brul s bestselling novel you also get a deeper
understanding of the characters the plot as
well as the themes and symbolism included in
mirage just in case that s not enough for you
i ve also included a list of possible study
questions book club discussions topics and
quotes from cussler s book that i found
interesting wrapping it all up is a discussion
of the critical reviews for mirage as well as
my overall opinion of the book plus much more
whether you re reading this review for a book
club school report or just want to catch up
with your favorite characters and find out
what happens before diving into the full
length book you can use this book summary and
study guide to get the most out of your
experience reading mirage by clive cussler and
jack du brul a series that never gets old
kirkus reviews kurt austin and the numa crew
race to identify a link between an ancient
egyptian treasure a 1927 daredevil aviator s
disappearance and the sinking of a modern
fishing trawler to prevent a scheme by a
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cutthroat arms dealer husband and wife team
sam and remi fargo come up against an old
enemy while searching for a treasure that has
been lost for centuries in this exciting
adventure in the bestselling series by the
clive cussler grand master of adventure ten
years ago a chance meeting at the lighthouse
café in redondo beach led sam fargo and remi
longstreet on the adventure of a lifetime
hunting the legendary riches stolen from the
persian king croesus in 546 b c but they weren
t the only ones someone else is after the gold
and he s willing to kill anyone who gets in
his way when sam and remi run afoul of a
criminal drug running operation their hopes of
finding the treasure are dashed but with sam s
ingenuity and remi s determination they
survive their confrontation with the drug
runners and manage to send one of the key
players to prison though the cache of gold is
never found life goes on sam and remi marry
and years later return to greece to find the
one treasure that got away time becomes their
enemy when the kingpin they helped send to
prison over a decade ago is released and he
has two goals in mind find the legendary hoard
of king croesus and kill sam and remi fargo
the fargos know that as long as this gold is
out there no one is safe they return to greece
for a final showdown and one last chance to
find that elusive treasure collects accounts
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of the underwater discoveries made by the
author and his team of volunteers dedicated to
the exploration of historic wrecks including
the lexington and the arkansas kurt austin and
the numa crew return in a thrilling new
adventure continuing the bestselling series
from the grand master of adventure clive
cussler juan cabrillo faces a global deadly
threat in clive cussler s the jungle juan
cabrillo and the crew of the oregon are up
against their smartest foe yet but in their
midst there is a traitor after losing their
contract with the us government because of a
daring raid too far cabrillo and his crew of
mercenaries with a conscience are earning
money the hard way doing dirty dangerous
little jobs in the world s trouble spots now
they ve accepted a mission deep to find a
missing adventurer deep in the jungles of
myanmar but it is not long before cabrillo and
his team realise that they have been set up
cabrillo betrayed tortured and played for a
fool is angry that he s been used as a pawn in
someone s deadly scheme but with the us
nuclear launch codes up for grabs and a madman
bent on using them to hold millions of lives
to ransom he hasn t time to worry about
revenge he s got to save the world first the
number one bestseller clive cussler author of
the thrilling dirk pitt novels treasure of
khan andtrojan odyssey and co author jack du
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brul tell a gripping story of adventure
treachery and betrayal in the eighth oregon
files novel the jungle is preceded by corsair
and the silent sea praise for clive cussler
frightening and full of suspense
unquestionably entertaining daily express all
action narrow escapes and the kind of
unrelenting plot tension that has won cussler
hundreds of millions of fans worldwide
observer kurt austin and the numa crew must
stop a vengeful scientist from tearing apart
the very surface of the earth in this fast
paced installment in the 1 new york times
bestselling series it is called zero point
energy contained in all matter it would become
an unlimited resource for anyone able to tap
into it but so far no one has and even if they
could would they be able to contain it kurt
austin and his numa special assignments team
are about to find out kurt austin is attending
a symposium in sydney australia when he meets
a stunning theoretical physicist named hayley
anderson at the opera house steps the pair are
interrupted by a boat chase raging across the
harbor but when austin rushes to the scene he
s intercepted by the head of the australian
security intelligence organization asked to
step aside austin isn t quite ready to let go
of the chase especially when he learns that ms
anderson is somehow connected disappearing
documents and sudden unexplained earthquakes
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suggest she may be in trouble and the clues
point to a scientist who may have achieved in
the impossible the construction of a zero
point energy machine
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Clive Cussler 2018-06 books by clive cussler
grand master of adventure have been published
in over 40 languages and 100 countries
appearing more than nineteen times on the new
york times bestseller list set against a
backdrop of the world s mysterious uncharted
and treacherous oceans his intrepid
protagonists battle megalomaniacal villains
intent on world domination in addition to his
flagship dirk pitt adventure series cussler
has enlisted a coterie of talented co authors
to work with him on the numa files oregon
files isaac bell adventures and fargo
adventures stuart leuthner s biography of
cussler follows the author s journey from his
early life as manager of a california dive
shop to his position as the icon of a
publishing empire forbes described as a the
literary equivalent of a theme park based on
extensive conversations with cussler as well
as interviews with more than 100 relatives
employees business associates and friends this
biography reveals the fascinating man who
lived many of the events behind his characters
from founding the actual national underwater
and marine agency to discovering the h l
hunley clive cussler s biography reads like
one of pitt s adventures jack dubrul new york
times bestselling author this is what clive s
fans have been waiting for bruce kenfield
clive cussler collector s society
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Clive Cussler The Serpent's Eye 2025-02-11
husband and wife team sam and remi fargo face
a new exciting adventure in the bestselling
series by clive cussler grand master of
adventure the latest action packed thriller
featuring treasure hunting team sam and remi
fargo
Clive Cussler and Dirk Pitt Revealed 1998-10
includes photographs summaries of each dirk
pitt novel an interview with cussler and dirk
pitt trivia questions
タイタニックを引き揚げろ（上） 2020-08-02 カッスラーよ 永遠なれ 巨匠の代表作
ここに復刊 英雄ダーク ピット颯爽登場 映画化 日本冒険小説大賞受賞作 大統領直轄の秘密機関
メタ セクションのメンバーは とある鉱石の行方を長らく追っていた 敵国のミサイル攻撃を瞬時に
して無効化しうる防衛システム シシリアン計画 を遂行するためには 稀少元素ビザニウムの入手が
不可欠なのだ しかし ソ連のノバヤゼムリヤ島にあるとされるビザニウム鉱石の調査に彼らが送り出
した科学者コプリンは 巡回兵の銃撃にあって瀕死の重症を負う 危地に陥った彼をすんでのところで
救い出したのは国立海中海洋機関のエージェント ダーク ピットだった
Clive Cussler 2017-08-05 books by clive
cussler grand master of adventure have been
published in over 40 languages and 100
countries appearing more than nineteen times
on the new york times bestseller list set
against a backdrop of the world s mysterious
uncharted and treacherous oceans his intrepid
protagonists battle megalomaniacal villains
intent on world domination in addition to his
flagship dirk pitt adventure series cussler
has enlisted a coterie of talented co authors
to work with him on the numa files oregon
files isaac bell adventures and fargo
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adventures stuart leuthner s biography of
cussler follows the author s journey from his
early life as manager of a california dive
shop to his position as the icon of a
publishing empire forbes described as a the
literary equivalent of a theme park based on
extensive conversations with cussler as well
as interviews with more than 100 relatives
employees business associates and friends this
biography reveals the fascinating man who
lived many of the events behind his characters
from founding the actual national underwater
and marine agency to discovering the h l
hunley
Flood Tide; Cyclops 2001 flood tide moves from
1949 to the present from an underwater
graveyard in the pacific northwest to a
mysterious seaport in the bayous of louisiana
Deep Six 2005-12-27 a dangerous soviet plot
looming behind the evil plans of a great asian
shipping family challenges dirk pitt to action
Mayday! 2013 the first in the iconic dirk pitt
series mayday is published in hardback to
celebrate 40 years of thrills from clive
cussler the world s favourite adventure
writerbrady air force base crete a small
yellow aeroplane swoops down out of the calm
mediterranean skies its guns blazing on the
ground rows of the latest hi tech jet fighters
are reduced to no more than burning wrecks in
seconds their unlikely destroyer appears to be
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a world war one german biplane patrolling
nearby is an old flying boat belonging to the
national underwater and maritime agency in the
cockpit numa troubleshooter major dirk pitt
picks up the panicked distress call from brady
and seizes the chance to fight back in the
desperate aerial dogfight that follows pitt
eventually gains the upper hand but while the
battle is won the mysterious plane and its
pilot escape leaving just destruction and
unanswered questions in their wake the mystery
soon deepens when pitt encounters a seductive
double agentand starts to uncover evidence of
a deadly plot with at its head a evil
mastermind who is hiding a dangerous and
chilling past and who will now stop at nothing
to achieve his twisted ambitions with all the
page turning pace and stunning hair raising
invention and heart stopping thrills that have
won millions of dedicated fans mayday is the
book that introduced dirk pitt to the world
published in an exclusive new hardback edition
to celebrate forty years of adventure from
clive cussler and his enduringly popular hero
mayday is where it all begins praise for clive
cussler the adventure king sunday express
cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i
read tom clancyclive cussler is the author or
co author of a great number of international
bestsellers including the famous dirk pitt
adventures such as poseidon s arrow atlantis
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found and arctic drift the numa files
adventures most recently medusa the oregon
files such as the jungle the isaac bell
adventures which began with the chase and the
highly successful new series the fargo
adventures he lives in arizona find out more
about the world of clive cussler by visiting
clivecussler co uk or facebook com
clivecussler
Sahara 2017-02-16 a sunday times bestseller
cussler is hard to beat daily mail the
eleventh classic dirk pitt novel where the
adventurer is drawn to a secret in the burning
african desert which could destroy all life in
the world s seas deep in the african desert
dirk pitt discovers that a top secret
scientific installation is leaking a lethal
chemical into the rivers threatening to kill
thousands of people and to destroy all life in
the world s seas to warn the world of the
catastrophe pitt must escape capture and death
at the hands of a ruthless west african
dictator and french industrialist and
undertake a long perilous journey across the
merciless sahara clive cussler is the guy i
read tom clancy the adventure king daily
express
Clive Cussler's The Devil's Sea 2021-11-16
fearless adventurer dirk pitt must unravel a
historical mystery of epic importance in the
latest novel in the beloved new york times
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bestselling series created by the grand master
of adventure clive cussler in 1959 tibet a
buddhist artifact of immense importance was
seemingly lost to history in the turmoil of
the communist takeover but when national
underwater and marine agency director dirk
pitt discovers a forgotten plane crash in the
philippine sea over 60 years later new clues
emerge to its hidden existence but pitt and
his compatriot al giordino have larger worries
when they are ordered to recover a failed
hypersonic missile from luzon strait only
someone else is after it too a rogue chinese
military team that makes their own
earthshattering discovery hijacking a ship
capable of stirring the waters of the deep
into a veritable devil s sea from the cold
dark depths of the pacific ocean to the
dizzying heights of the himalaya mountains
only dirk pitt and his children summer and
dirk jr can unravel the mysteries that will
preserve a religion save a nation and save the
world from war
沈んだ船を探り出せ 1997-12-01 ダーク ピットはカッスラー自身の分身である そして
この著者は持てる情熱と資金のすべてを注ぎこんで 実際にnuma 国立海中海洋機関 を設立して
しまった 彼とその仲間たちは 歴史に翻弄されて非業の最期を遂げた船舶を追いつづける 汽船レキ
シントン 南軍戦鑑アーカンソー そしてuボート 史実を迫真の描写で再現し 探索の喜怒哀楽を綴っ
た初のノンフィクション
Medusa 2009-06-02 deep sea explorer and
government operative kurt austin must save the
world from a deliberate viral outbreak in this
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thriller from the 1 new york times bestselling
author in the micronesian islands a top secret
u s government sponsored undersea lab
conducting vital biomedical research on a rare
jellyfish known as the blue medusa suddenly
disappears at the same time off bermuda a
bathysphere is attacked by an underwater
vehicle and left helpless a half mile below
the surface its passengers including zavala
left to die only kurt austin s heroic measures
save them from a watery grave but suspecting a
connection austin puts the numa team on the
case austin s team has no way to prepare for
what comes next a hideous series of medical
experiments an extraordinarily ambitious
chinese criminal organization and a secret new
virus that threatens to set off a worldwide
pandemic austin and zavala have been in tight
spots before but this time it s not just their
own skins they re trying to save it s the
lives of millions filled with the high stakes
suspense and boundless invention that are
unique to cussler medusa is the most thrilling
novel yet from the grand master of adventure
Treasure 2011-04-26 clive cussler s
bestselling treasure will now be published in
our popular premium format with an exciting
new cover
Dragon 1991 in 1993 a japanese auto carrier is
destroyed by a nuclear explosion from an old
american nuclear bomb
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The Clive Cussler Adventures 2014-05-14 the
author of more than 50 books 125 million
copies in print clive cussler is the current
grandmaster of adventure literature dirk pitt
the sea loving protagonist of 22 of cussler s
novels remains among the most popular and
influential adventure series heroes of the
past half century this first critical review
of cussler s work features an overview of pitt
and the supporting characters and other heroes
an examination of cussler s themes and
influences a review of his most important
adventures such as raise the titanic and
iceberg and a look at adaptations of his work
in other media cussler joins the pantheon of
such as rudyard kipling sir arthur conan doyle
and ian fleming and this overdue volume
demonstrates that beneath cussler s immense
popularity lies a literary depth that well
merits scholarly attention
Raise the Titanic 2009-09-17 a sunday times
bestseller cussler is hard to beat daily mail
the fantastic fourth dirk pitt classic from
multi million copy king of the adventure novel
clive cussler a tidal wave of pounding
excitement from the first page to the last two
and a half miles beneath the icy north
atlantic the mighty titanic holds the key to
the safety of the free world the americans
want it so do the russians ace maritime
troubleshooter dirk pitt faces one of the most
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stupendous tests of courage and ingenuity ever
raise the titanic is a spellbinding
blockbuster of action and suspense clive
cussler is the guy i read tom clancy the
adventure king daily express
The Clive Cussler Code 2005-01-01 both a
prequel and a sequel to clive cussler s first
bestselling phenomenon raise the titanic the
new isaac bell novel is a thrilling action
adventure novel from the sunday times
bestselling author a century apart dirk pitt
and isaac bell team up to unlock the truth
about the most famous maritime disaster of all
time
The Widow Maker 2019-09-19 detective isaac
bell battles foreign spies german u boats and
an old nemesis to capture a secret technology
that could alter the outcome of world war i in
the latest adventure in the 1 new york times
bestselling series from clive cussler as new
england swelters in the summer of 1914
detective isaac bell is asked to investigate
the disappearance of a cache of rifles only to
discover something much more sinister whoever
broke into this winchester factory wasn t
looking to take weapons they wanted to leave
something in the shipping crates a radio
transmitter set to summon a fleet of dreaded
german u boats someone is trying to keep
american supplies from reaching british shores
and if bell doesn t crack the conspiracy in
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time the atlantic ocean will run red with
blood bell must hunt down a new piece of
technology that is allowing the germans to
rule the seas from new york to england with
the outcome of the war at stake and franklin
roosevelt s orders on the line bell will risk
everything to stop the u boats before they
strike again
Clive Cussler The Sea Wolves 2022-11-08 when
dirk pitt saves a group of archaeologists from
drowning he finds himself caught up in a
smuggling ring searching for lost inca
treasure
Inca Gold 1994 a sunday times bestseller
cussler is hard to beat daily mail the page
turning dirk pitt classic from multi million
copy king of the adventure novel clive cussler
may 1914 two diplomats hurry home by sea and
rail each carrying a document of world
changing importance then the liner empress of
india is sunk in a collision and the manhattan
line express plunges from a bridge both
dragging their vip passengers to watery
oblivion tragic coincidence or conspiracy in
the energy starved fear torn 1980s dirk pitt
discovers that those long lost papers could
destroy whole nations throwing him into his
biggest challenge yet racing against hired
killers he launches his revolutionary deep sea
search craft and faces the horrors of the sea
bed to hunt for the documents night probe has
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begun clive cussler is the guy i read tom
clancy the adventure king daily express
Night Probe! 2009-09-17 juan cabrillo and the
crew of the oregon must track down a nuclear
torpedo before it unleashes world war iii in
this electrifying new installment of the 1 new
york times bestselling series when juan
cabrillo fails to capture the leader of mexico
s most dangerous drug cartel and loses an
oregon crew member in the process he s
determined to get revenge little does he know
that the explosion he just narrowly escaped
was merely the latest flash of violence from a
machine of war that has existed for decades
dating from the bloodiest episode in armenia s
history cabrillo s corporation of mercenaries
may have finally met its match in the pipeline
a criminal syndicate passed down from father
to son across generations a group that sits
with its finger on the trigger of a torpedo so
deadly it could level entire cities with
millions of innocent civilians hanging in the
balance the oregon s crew must unravel a
tangle of drug smuggling routes and
international conspiracies spanning from the
aegean sea to the indian ocean putting their
lives on the line to find the weapon before
its countdown hits zero
Clive Cussler's Hellburner 2022-09-06 clive
cussler s bestselling cyclops will now be
published in our popular premium format with
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an exciting new cover
Cyclops 2011-04-26 detective isaac bell faces
an attack on the federal reserve in this all
new adventure in the 1 new york times
bestselling series from clive cussler 1914 as
america s century of dominance dawns the
country s greatest detective van dorn agent
isaac bell is pitted against a master thief
and his assassin accomplice they re plotting
to pull off the greatest heist in america s
history the theft of a billion dollars from
the newly created federal reserve when an
aerial attack is launched against woodrow
wilson s yacht during a meeting among the
federal reserve s branch leaders bell thwarts
it only to find that the strike was just the
opening of an even deadlier gambit it s up to
bell to find the link between the attack the
mysterious death of a newport heiress and
growing evidence of an unimaginably audacious
heist double cross and betrayal are bell s
stock and trade but this time the deeper he
delves into the puzzle the less he seems to
understand he is in a race against his most
ruthless opponent yet to prevent a financial
panic that would bring the united states to
its knees
Clive Cussler The Heist 2024-05-07 may 1902 a
volcano erupts on the french island of
martinique with devastating force but the
local population are not its only victims also
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destroyed is a ship carrying a german
scientist on the verge of an astonishing
breakthrough more than a century later juan
cabrillo and the crew of the oregonare about
to confront that scientist s terrifying legacy
cabrillo and his crew are forced to
meticulously fake the sinking of the
oregonduring a covert operation but when an
unknown adversary tracks them down despite
their best laid plans cabrillo and his team
struggle to fight back against this would be
assassin who seems able to anticipate their
every move meanwhile it appears that a
traitorous american weapons designer has
completed the long dead german s work and now
wields an extraordinary power this discovery
forces the oregon out of the shadows to
prevent an attack that would lead the largest
one man empire the world has ever known
displaying all the shotgun pace and
breathtaking plotting that are clive cussler s
hallmarks piranhais a inspired new thriller
from the world s no 1 adventure writer praise
for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat
daily mail the adventure kind sunday express
Piranha 2015-05-27 an investigation into the
sudden deaths of rare whales sends national
underwater marine agency crew leader kurt
austin to the mexican coast where he and his
crew stumble upon a white goddess legend and
an eco extortionist set on controlling the
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world s fresh water supply
Blue Gold 2003 a sunday times bestseller
cussler is hard to beat daily mail the
thrilling first dirk pitt classic from multi
million copy king of the adventure novel clive
cussler fully armed and with all hands on
board the nuclear submarine starbuck sailed
into the calm pacific ocean for sea trials and
vanished no wreckage no signals no survivors
nothing until ace maritime troubleshooter dirk
pitt finds a single chilling clue in the shark
torn surf off hawaii the log of the starbuck
do not search for us it can only end in vain a
crazed journal of madness and death is all
that remains and the captain s final scrawled
fear crazed note locates the starbuck s grave
hundreds of miles from her last known position
the search for the starbuck plunges dirk pitt
into his most shattering assignment to date a
whirlpool of deep sea mystery and terror the
pacific vortex clive cussler is the guy i read
tom clancy the adventure king daily express
Pacific Vortex! 2009-09-17 the new rip roaring
thriller in the numa series from the grand
master of adventure clive cussler
The Collector's Guide to Clive Cussler
2000-06-01 intrepid adventurer dirk pitt must
unravel an enduring historical mystery in the
latest novel in the beloved new york times
best selling series created by the grand
master of adventure clive cussler in may 1940
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as the german army blitzes europe and
parisians flee their city the chief curator of
the musee de l armee is ordered to get a
mysterious piece of cargo out of the country
when he arrives at the port of le havre and
learns that his intended ship has been sunk he
places the object on a decrepit steamer that
sails out under german fire in the present day
national underwater and marine agency director
dirk pitt is on a diving expedition in the
english channel when he discovers a cache of
uncut diamonds on a shipwreck when the
diamonds are stolen pitt and the numa agency
find themselves up against a murderous cabal
that soon reveals far more destructive plans
than mere theft vital water treatment
facilities around the globe are being targeted
placing the world s population in grave peril
from the shadow of the eiffel tower to the
depths of the irish sea to the islands of the
caribbean only dirk pitt and his children
summer and dirk jr can locate the treasure
that will preserve the soul of a nation and
save the world from catastrophe
Untitled Numa #17 2020-03-05 in his first
adventure since the revelation that he s a
parent dirk pitt must uncover the truth behind
the myth of another long lost father figure
homer s odysseus if he s going to stop a
dangerous cult from reshaping the earth in
their own image fraternal twins summer pitt
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and dirk pitt jr are working to determine the
origin of a strange brown tide infesting the
ocean off the shore of nicaragua when two
startling things happen summer discovers an
artifact something strange and beautiful and
ancient and the worst storm in years boils up
out of the sky heading straight for them and a
nearby floating luxury resort hotel called
ocean wanderer the peril for everybody
concerned is incalculable and now that dirk
pitt has learned he s a father he will stop at
nothing to protect his two children he rushes
into the chaos only to find that what s left
in the storm s wake makes the furies of nature
pale in comparison for there is an all too
human evil at work in that part of the world
and summer s relic may be the only clue to the
man calling the shots whoever he is he s
connected to a cult that believes the celts
also known as the achaeans reached the new
world millennia before the accepted history
suggests if he s right his ancestors laid the
foundation for the work he will soon complete
and our world will be a very different place
though if summer s discovery is to be believed
the world is already a very different place
Clive Cussler The Corsican Shadow 2023-11-07
mirage is the latest book in the bestselling
oregon files series by clive cussler and jack
du brul when you read mirage by clive cussler
reviewed you will get a detailed chapter by
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chapter summary and analysis of the events as
they unfold in clive cussler s and jack du
brul s bestselling novel you also get a deeper
understanding of the characters the plot as
well as the themes and symbolism included in
mirage just in case that s not enough for you
i ve also included a list of possible study
questions book club discussions topics and
quotes from cussler s book that i found
interesting wrapping it all up is a discussion
of the critical reviews for mirage as well as
my overall opinion of the book plus much more
whether you re reading this review for a book
club school report or just want to catch up
with your favorite characters and find out
what happens before diving into the full
length book you can use this book summary and
study guide to get the most out of your
experience reading mirage by clive cussler and
jack du brul
Clive Cussler Mixed a S/Wx12 1989-05-25 a
series that never gets old kirkus reviews
Trojan Odyssey 2004-11-30 kurt austin and the
numa crew race to identify a link between an
ancient egyptian treasure a 1927 daredevil
aviator s disappearance and the sinking of a
modern fishing trawler to prevent a scheme by
a cutthroat arms dealer
Mirage by Clive Cussler - Reviewed 2014-03-06
husband and wife team sam and remi fargo come
up against an old enemy while searching for a
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treasure that has been lost for centuries in
this exciting adventure in the bestselling
series by the clive cussler grand master of
adventure ten years ago a chance meeting at
the lighthouse café in redondo beach led sam
fargo and remi longstreet on the adventure of
a lifetime hunting the legendary riches stolen
from the persian king croesus in 546 b c but
they weren t the only ones someone else is
after the gold and he s willing to kill anyone
who gets in his way when sam and remi run
afoul of a criminal drug running operation
their hopes of finding the treasure are dashed
but with sam s ingenuity and remi s
determination they survive their confrontation
with the drug runners and manage to send one
of the key players to prison though the cache
of gold is never found life goes on sam and
remi marry and years later return to greece to
find the one treasure that got away time
becomes their enemy when the kingpin they
helped send to prison over a decade ago is
released and he has two goals in mind find the
legendary hoard of king croesus and kill sam
and remi fargo the fargos know that as long as
this gold is out there no one is safe they
return to greece for a final showdown and one
last chance to find that elusive treasure
Clive Cussler's the Devil's Sea 2021-11-16
collects accounts of the underwater
discoveries made by the author and his team of
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volunteers dedicated to the exploration of
historic wrecks including the lexington and
the arkansas
Journey of the Pharaohs 2020 kurt austin and
the numa crew return in a thrilling new
adventure continuing the bestselling series
from the grand master of adventure clive
cussler
Wrath of Poseidon 2020-05-26 juan cabrillo
faces a global deadly threat in clive cussler
s the jungle juan cabrillo and the crew of the
oregon are up against their smartest foe yet
but in their midst there is a traitor after
losing their contract with the us government
because of a daring raid too far cabrillo and
his crew of mercenaries with a conscience are
earning money the hard way doing dirty
dangerous little jobs in the world s trouble
spots now they ve accepted a mission deep to
find a missing adventurer deep in the jungles
of myanmar but it is not long before cabrillo
and his team realise that they have been set
up cabrillo betrayed tortured and played for a
fool is angry that he s been used as a pawn in
someone s deadly scheme but with the us
nuclear launch codes up for grabs and a madman
bent on using them to hold millions of lives
to ransom he hasn t time to worry about
revenge he s got to save the world first the
number one bestseller clive cussler author of
the thrilling dirk pitt novels treasure of
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khan andtrojan odyssey and co author jack du
brul tell a gripping story of adventure
treachery and betrayal in the eighth oregon
files novel the jungle is preceded by corsair
and the silent sea praise for clive cussler
frightening and full of suspense
unquestionably entertaining daily express all
action narrow escapes and the kind of
unrelenting plot tension that has won cussler
hundreds of millions of fans worldwide
observer
The Sea Hunters 2003-09 kurt austin and the
numa crew must stop a vengeful scientist from
tearing apart the very surface of the earth in
this fast paced installment in the 1 new york
times bestselling series it is called zero
point energy contained in all matter it would
become an unlimited resource for anyone able
to tap into it but so far no one has and even
if they could would they be able to contain it
kurt austin and his numa special assignments
team are about to find out kurt austin is
attending a symposium in sydney australia when
he meets a stunning theoretical physicist
named hayley anderson at the opera house steps
the pair are interrupted by a boat chase
raging across the harbor but when austin
rushes to the scene he s intercepted by the
head of the australian security intelligence
organization asked to step aside austin isn t
quite ready to let go of the chase especially
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when he learns that ms anderson is somehow
connected disappearing documents and sudden
unexplained earthquakes suggest she may be in
trouble and the clues point to a scientist who
may have achieved in the impossible the
construction of a zero point energy machine
Clive Cussler's Dark Vector 2022-05-24
The Jungle 2012-07-05
Zero Hour 2013-05-28
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